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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED IN
MEASURING ELECTRON TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS
USING A MERGED BEAM APPARATUS
By
JOHN D. COGAN

Attempts to measure the cross section for resonant charge
transfer between hydrogen atoms and protons in the .1 eV to TOO eV
energy range by the merged beams technique have been hampered by
experimental problems.

In particular, measured cross sections have

been smaller than would be expected from theoretical treatments and
other experiments.

In addition, measurements at individual collision

energies have not been reproducible.

An investigation has revealed

that these problems are caused by previously undiscovered physical
effects.

Correction of these difficulties has apparently paved the

way for successful measurements of the charge transfer cross sections.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The technique of merged beams provides a method for studying
low energy ion-atom or ion-molecule reactions.

This method consists

of coaxially superimposing two reactant beams, which travel

in the

same direction for a specified interaction length, and then separating
the products of the reaction.

One reaction which is particularly

interesting for aéronomie reasons is resonant electron transfer in
which an incident ion picks up an electron from a target atom without
a change in the kinetic energy of the reactants.

This type of

reaction has, to date, been the primary focus of the Rice University
merged beam apparatus.
Recently, the cross section for the reaction

He+ + He

s> He + He+

was measured as a function of center of mass collision energy.

(1-1)

Cross

sections have been reported for energies between 0.1 eV and 187 eV.
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A study of the reaction

H+ + H

> H + H+

has been undertaken more recently.

(1-2)

This work has been characterized by

the fact that (1) the measured cross sections have generally been much
smaller than those obtained from theory and previous experiments, and
(2) the measurements of cross sections at the same collision energy
have not been reproducible.
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Evidence now indicates that these problems are due to (1) the
manner in which the product beam is energy analyzed prior to its
measurement, and (2) an incomplete knowledge of the energy distribution
of this beam.

These difficulties are closely related and it is their

solution to which this thesis is primarily addressed.
A brief outline of the material to follow is presented.
Chapter 2 gives a discussion of the method of making cross section
measurements and a description of the apparatus.

Chapter 3 contains a

more extensive discussion of the energy analyzer and its use.

In

Chapter 4, the data relevant to the problem of analyzing signal from
the reaction is presented along with possible explanations for the
observed effects.

Finally, Chapter 5 presents a preliminary result and

plans for efforts which will complete the study of reaction (1-2).
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CHAPTER 2
THE MERGED BEAMS TECHNIQUE AND APPARATUS

2.1

Technique
The advantage of using the merged beams technique for studying

reactions such as (1-1) and (1-2) lies in the fact that relatively low
energy collisions may be achieved using fast beams, the advantages of
which (large intensity, negligible divergence, and narrow energy spread)
are retained.

The collision energy is not dependent on the absolute

velocities of the beams, but only on their relative velocity Vr.

The

energy W at which the reaction occurs is given by
W = |nVr2

(2-1)

where p, is the reduced mass of the reactants.
technique can be illustrated by an example.

The usefulness of the
Using this technique, a

1500 eV H beam and a 1350 eV H+ beam will collide with an energy
relative to the center of mass of only 2 eV despite a difference of
150 eV in their absolute energies.

This phenomenon has been labeled

the "energy deamplification effect", and is the primary reason that
merged beams studies have been pursued.
Measurement of a reaction cross section a is accomplished by
measuring the intensity of the product signal S.

The relationship

between the two quantities is

a

S

=

F

V V

1 2

(2-2)
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where V-j and V2 are the velocities of the two beams and F is the overlap
integral.

This last quantity is a measure of the degree to which the

beams overlap in three dimensional space and is given by

F

-JXJ

J-j (x,y,z) J2(x,y,z) dx dy dz

(2-3)

where J-j and J2 are the beam fluxes.
4 have discussed the merged beams technique in
Smith 3
and Geis
5
great depth and Nitz has described the concept and measurement of the
overlap integral.
2.2 The Merged Beam Apparatus
The apparatus has been described in detail previously; 3 8 a
brief description is offered here for the sake of completeness.
Figure (2-1) is a schematic diagram of the apparatus showing the important
components.

The apparatus consists of four major sections; the two beam

forming sections, the interaction region, and the detection region.
The first beam line is used to produce the neutral beam.

A

parent ion beam is extracted from a magnetically confined plasma in an
electron bombardment ion source.

The ions are focused into a parallel

beam by a set of three electrostatic cylindrical lenses before being
mass analyzed by two 60° deflecting magnets.

The beam then enters a

gas cell, usually called the charge transfer or neutralization cell.
When a neutral beam is required, the charge transfer cell is
-3
filled with gas to a pressure of about 10 torr. For a neutral helium
beam the gas used is helium and for a hydrogen beam it is methane.

A

large fraction of the ions become neutralized by picking up an electron
from a target gas particle by the process of resonant (or near-resonant)

Figure 2-1.

Schematic Diagram of Merged Beams Apparatus.
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charge exchange.

Upon leaving this chamber, the remaining ions are

swept out of the beam electrostatically, leaving only a fast neutral
beam.
The second beam line is identical to the first except that
there is no charge transfer cell, and hence the beam produced here
remains an ion beam.

This beam, usually referred to as the primary ion

beam, is magnetically merged with the neutral beam at the entrance to
the interaction region.
Inside the interaction chamber are four pie-section beam
scanners, each containing nine small apertures.

These are mounted on

a shaft which rotates so that each scanner segment sweeps through the
beams.

This device has two major purposes: to measure the overlap

integral, and to facilitate alignment of the beams prior to a cross
section measurement.

In addition, individual apertures, especially

those of the first and last scanners, have been extensively used for
collimating an ion beam down to a fine diameter, making it suitable
for a probe to scan the various detectors.
At the end of the interaction region is a pair of parallel
plate deflectors used to demerge the beams.

These mark the end of the

interaction region and the beginning of the detection region.

The

detection region contains three faraday cups for measuring ion beam
intensities.

On the center beam line is a rotatable detector used to

observe the intensity of the neutral beam by measuring the secondary
electron current.

This detector has been discussed in detail by

Geis et al.^
The product beam, having been separated out by the demerging
plates, is directed through a retarding potential energy analyzer.
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This analyzer consists of five grids which are used to define a potential
barrier normal to be incident beam.

The beam transmitted by the analyzer

is deflected 90° upward into a focused mesh electron multiplier.
An important aspect of the charge transfer experiments is the
effect of beam particle collisions with background gas particles,
particularly in the interaction and detection regions.

The major colli¬

sion of interest is an electron loss reaction undergone by a neutral
beam particle.

This is referred to as a "stripping" reaction.

The

likelihood of such a collision is dependent on the density of background
gas.

Since it is desirable to keep the number of stripping collisions

to a minimum, it is necessary to maintain a low pressure in the inter¬
action and detection chambers.
regions is about 2 x 10

_g

The normal operating pressure in these

torr, which corresponds to a density of about

O

10

particles per cubic centimeter.

This density is of importance in

estimating the number of stripped particles for a particular neutral
beam.
One of the major requirements of the energy analyzer is to
reject ions resulting from stripping reactions.

The ability to do this,

which is dependent on the analyzer resolution, has been examined closely
for clues to the problems encountered in the hydrogen charge transfer
experiment.
of the beams.

Also, the analyzer is essential in determining the energy
Due to its importance, we examine the energy analyzer in

greater detail in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
THE ENERGY ANALYZER

3.1

Properties of the Analyzer
The retarding potential energy analyzer employed on the

merged beams apparatus was originally described by Geis.^

It consists

of five equipotential planes, the voltage at each being established by
a grid of small diameter tungsten wires.

The grid frames are parallel

to each other and separated by ceramic spacers.

A diagram of the energy

analyzer is shown in Figure (3-1).
The central grid is the heart of the analyzer.

It is operated

at some potential VQ and, ideally, would present the incoming beam with
a potential hill of uniform height.

Whether or not a beam particle

crossed this barrier would depend on whether its energy EQ were greater
or less than eV„.

o

Unfortunately, the center equipotential plane is not ideal.
Due to field penetration, the voltage between the grid wires is less
than VQ and hence a beam is presented with a nonuniform barrier.

The

purpose of the grids on either side of center [grids 2 and 4 in
Figure (3-1)] is to reduce excessive field penetration, improving the
energy resolution of the analyzer.

Consequently, these two grids are

operated at a voltage which is usually 96% to 98% of VQ.

The purpose

of the outermost grids (1 and 5) is to define the potential at the
entrance and exit of the analyzer; hence these grids are operated at
ground potential.
A theoretical derivation of the potential variation at the
plane of grid 3 and its effect on the resolution is presented in

Figure 3-1. Electrostatic Retarding Potential Energy Analyzer
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Appendix A.

Also included are the results of some sample calculations.

The voltage VQ is provided by a power supply, the output of
which can be continuously varied.

If the transmitted beam intensity is

plotted as a function of this voltage, a curve such as the one in
Figure (3-2) is obtained.
F(Vq).

We define this transmission function to be

The shape of F(VQ) is dependent on f(E), the energy distribution

of the beam, and T(E,VQ) the transmission characteristics of the analyzer.
We will consider these two effects separately to simplify the under¬
standing of each.
Consider an ideal energy analyzer in which the central plane
is at a uniform potential VQ.

Particles with energies less than eVQ

will be rejected while those with greater energies will be transmitted.
Thus the functional form of F(VQ) will be described by
(3-1)

o
and its derivative dF/dVQ is just -f(E).
Equation (3-1) applies to a parallel beam directed perpen¬
dicularly to the central plane.

If the incident beam contained particles

with velocity components parallel to the grid planes, Equation (3-1)
would no longer hold true.

The reason for this is that any velocity

component of a particle not perpendicular to the grid plane will not
be effectual in overcoming the potential barrier and will not be
reflected in the graph of F(VQ).

The transmission function F(VQ) of

such a beam would appear broader and shifted slightly lower in energy.
The apparent axial energy of such a particle with a total energy EQ
incident at an angle 0 is given by EQ cos 0.
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Now consider a real (i.e., non-ideal) energy analyzer and,
to simplify the situation, its effect on a parallel and monenergetic
beam of particles.

The energy distribution of such a beam is given by

a delta function, f(E) = ô(E - EQ).

If the energy analyzer is set at

some voltage slightly above EQ/e (i.e., eVQ = EQ +AE), some beam
particles will still be transmitted because the potential between the
grid wires decreases to some minimum value V " halfway between them.
If

EQ

is greater than eV0", particles which cross the plane of grid 3

midway between two wires will be transmitted.
Conversely, if the analyzer is operated at some voltage
slightly less than EQ/e (eVQ = E
transmitted.

-

AE),

some particles may not be

If a particle passes close to a wire of grid 1 or 2, it

will be deflected slightly from its path by the non-uniform field near
the wire.

The component of velocity perpendicular to the grid planes

will be reduced and the particle may not be able to overcome the barrier
at the plane of the central grid.
The curve F(VQ) resulting from energy analyzing this monoenergetic parallel beam would be a function of the energy difference
(V„o - E,J
o' and can be termed the characteristic transmission function of
the analyzer, T(VQ - EQ).
VQ «

EQ

This function has a maximum of 1.0 for

and begins decreasing in value as VQ approaches EQ.

Both f(E)

and F(Vq) are shown in Figure (3-3).
The real beam does not correspond to a delta function, but is
composed of particles spread over a range of energies.

The real f(E),

an example of which is shown in Figure (3-4a), can be viewed as
consisting of an infinite number of delta functions, each with a
corresponding T(VQ - E.) for i = 1,2,3,...,«>.

The sum of these

Figure 3-3a. Delta Function Energy Figure 3-3b.
Distribution.

Transmission Function F(VQ) for Delta Function.
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characteristic functions would give a transmission curve F(VQ) which
would reflect the energy analysis of this inhomogeneous beam.

Mathe¬

matically, this sum becomes an integral and F(VQ) becomes the convolution
of f(E) and T(VQ - E):

F(v

0)

= f " T(V0 - E) f(E) dE
^

(3-2)

-CO

Figure (3-4b) shows F(VQ) corresponding to the f(E) in Figure (3-4a).
An important parameter of any transmission curve F(VQ) is
its derivative dF/dVQ.

This represents the change in the number of

transmitted particles per unit change in VQ.

As mentioned earlier,

this quantity is just -f(E) for an ideal analyzer.

The potential at

which -dF/dVQ is a maximum corresponds to the peak of f(E), the energy
about which the beam is centered.

This can be considered to be the

nominal energy of the beam.
For a non-ideal analyzer, -dF/dVQ deviates from f(E) and its
maximum value may no longer coincide with the maximum of f(E).

This

effect becomes increasingly important for higher energy beams. However,
9
+
it has been shown by Nitz that for a 3keV He beam the maximum of
-dF/dVQ falls within 0.03% of the maximum of f(E).

Since all of the

beam energies discussed in the remaining chapters are less than 3keV,
the maximum value of -dF/dVQ can be regarded as a good indicator of
the nominal beam energy.
The experimental technique of "energy analyzing" a beam to
produce a graph of F(VQ) has proved to be invaluable in diagnosing the
apparatus problems recently encountered.

As a result, the remaining

discussions will make extensive use of such graphs.

Figure 3-4a. Example of Beam
Energy Distribution.

Figure 3-4b. Corresponding'Transmission Function F(V0)
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3.2

Application of the Energy Analyzer in Charge Transfer Experiments
Having described the energy analyzer and its properties, we

turn to its application in measuring the cross section for the resonant
charge transfer reactions (1-1) and (1-2).

As stated previously,

reaction products pass through the analyzer before being deflected onto
the electron multiplier.

Thus the center grid voltage must be set low

enough to allow the product ions to pass through it.
Due to the fact that neutralization is effected by a resonant
(or near resonant) reaction, the atoms lose only a small amount of
energy due to the added mass of the electron.

This energy loss is

about 0.2 eV for a 1500 eV He beam and about 0.8 eV for a 1500 eV H
beam.

Consequently, the energy distribution fp(E) of the product ions

should be almost identical with that of the neutral beam, f (E).
Assuming that fn(E) is known, an upper limit can be established for
the operating point of the energy analyzer.
A large portion of the background noise is due to ions
resulting from stripping collisions as was briefly discussed in Chapter 2.
Most of the target gas particles have kinetic energies of only a few
millivolts which means that the energy required to overcome the ioniza¬
tion potential of the neutral atom must be supplied by its own kinetic
energy.

In the case of helium, this means that the helium ion is about

24.6 eV lower in energy than the neutral particle.
energy loss is about 13.6 eV.

For hydrogen the

The number of such ions produced may be

calculated for a hydrogen beam using electron loss cross sections
measured by Smith et al.^

For the gases Ng, C^, CC^, H2, CH^, and

He, these cross sections range from 0.4
incident hydrogen beam.

JL

to 1.2

Jt

for a 1500 eV

Using the thin target model, the

12

stripped beam current i

is given in terms of the neutral beam current

J
i n by

i's =

V*

0

(3-3)

where n is the number density of the background gas, £ is the inter¬
action region length, and a is the electron loss cross section.
-8

a 2 x 10"

For
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amp neutral hydrogen beam, a stripped beam of ~ 2 x 10

amps will result.

This current is about two orders of magnitude larger

than that of the product beam for hydrogen charge transfer.

The situa¬

tion is slightly better in the case of helium due to its larger ioniza¬
tion potential.

Nevertheless, in both cases the stripped beam must be

rejected so that the signal-to-noise ratio will be larger and counting
times will be reasonable.
by the analyzer.

In principle, this task can be accomplished

Thus, a minimum operating voltage of the analyzer is

established at a point where only a negligible number of stripped
particles are transmitted.
The important question now becomes whether or not it is
possible to set the energy analyzer at some voltage where the product
will be transmitted and the stripped beam rejected.

To answer this

question satisfactorily we must know the form of the transmission
function Fp(VQ) for the product, the same function Fs(VQ) for the
stripped beam, and the resolution of the analyzer.

This last quantity

has been empirically found to be about 0.5%, corresponding to a
resolution of about 7.5 eV for a 1500 eV beam.

The function F$(VQ)

can easily be found by energy analyzing a stripped beam.

Fp(VQ) has

typically been difficult to find and, in the past, the actual energy
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distribution -f (E) of the product beam has been assumed to be identical
r

with the energy distribution fn(E) of the neutral beam.

Since a trans¬

mission curve Fn(VQ) cannot be measured for the neutral beam by the
electrostatic energy analyzer, the assumption was taken one step further
and the energy distribution of the neutral beam fn(E) was assumed to be
almost identical to that of its parent ion beam.

Thus, it was presupposed

that the transmission function Fp(VQ) of the product beam was almost
identical to F np (V o 1, the transmission function of the neutral beam's
parent ion beam.
Figure (3-5) shows the function Fnp(VQ) and F$(VQ) for the
helium charge transfer experiment.
has also been indicated.

The energy analyzer operating point

It is evident that in this case the operating

point criteria have been met as the stripped beam will be rejected and
the product beam transmitted.
the lower energies.

Note the more extended shape of F$ toward

This is due to energy loss and/or angular scattering

in the stripping reaction.
Figure (3-6) shows Fnp and Fg for the hydrogen charge transfer
experiment.

Again, the operating point for a typical cross section

measurement is shown.

Notice that the point selected is on the knee

of Fnp and represents a voltage where only about 90% of the product
would be transmitted.

The actual signal measured for these cross

sections was normalized to 100% based on this or similar curves.
The major difference between the hydrogen experiment and the
helium experiment is the fact that the lower ionization potential of
hydrogen places the stripped beam energy closer to the analyzer operating
point.

As can be seen in Figure (3-6), the selected voltage, although
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transmitting only 90% of the signal, is already low enough to admit a
portion of the high energy tail of the stripped beam.

Evidently the

resolution of the analyzer is being taxed to its limit.
An evaluation of how well the operating point criteria were
actually met for the hydrogen experiment is provided by an examination
of the preliminary cross section data, shown in Figure (3-7).

Five

points were measured, these being at 2 eV, 30 eV, 46 eV, 60 eV, and
87 eV.

Also shown is the theory of Dalgarno and Yadav,^ the more

recent theory of Hunter and Kuriyan,
experiments by Belyaev et al.

12

and the results of previous

13
14
and Fite, Smith and Stebbings.

Except for the point at 60 eV and one of the two measurements at 87 eV,
all of the data are lower than expected.

Worse still, all of the

points (except at 2 eV) were remeasured at least once with inconsistent
results.

The cross section at 46 eV was measured a total of seven

separate times with results that ranged from 22.5 A

to 9.7 Â .

As a

result, the process of selecting an operating point for the energy
analyzer has been re-examined.

A discussion of the results of this

examination are contained in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL TESTS FOR HELIUM AND HYDROGEN

4.1

Helium
The search for a cause of the problems with the hydrogen

experiment began with a repetition of some of the He - He+ charge
transfer cross section measurements.

This was done as a consistency

check of the apparatus since some modifications had been made between
the completion of the helium experiment and the beginning of the
hydrogen experiment.

These are discussed in some detail by Nitz;^

briefly, they consisted of the introduction of the upward deflection
of the product beam (originally the electron multiplier was directly
behind the energy analyzer), redesign of the electrostatic demerging
system, and placement of particle baffles in the detection chamber to
decrease background noise.
Two relatively easily measured points were selected: 46 eV
and 88 eV.

The initial attempt to remeasure these cross sections

revealed a miscalibration of the neutral beam detector.

The effect

of the miscalibration was that the measured neutral beam flux was too
low during the overlap integral measurement.

Since the cross section

is inversely proportional to the overlap integral, the result was that
these remeasured cross sections appeared larger than the earlier
results.

The problem was corrected and the cross sections remeasured

with the final result being in agreement with the previous data.
results are shown in Figure (4-1) along with the earlier data.

The

(cm/sec)

Figure 4-1. Results of Recently Completed Cross Section Measurements for He + He —» He «■ He
Also Shown Are the Results Obtained as a Consistency Check of the Merged Beams Apparatus.

RELATIVE VELOCITY

Reaction
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The same problem had apparently occurred with the preliminary
H+ + H data.

Unfortunately, a correction would serve only to move the

cross sections to still lower values and would do nothing toward
addressing the problem of inconsistent measurements.
At this time it was noted that the signal-to-noise ratio for
the He+ + He charge transfer reaction was much larger than it had been
before due to decreased background noise and increased beam fluxes.

A

diagnostic test which previously had been tedious became fairly easy to
perform: producing a product transmission function Fp(VQ) with the
energy analyzer.

This could be accomplished by measuring the signal

at incremental voltages of the analyzer.

The result would confirm or

deny the hypothesis that the product should have the same transmission
function as the parent ion beam.
This test was performed and the results are shown in Figure
(4-2) along with Fnp(V0)> the parent ion beam transmission function.
The product had an energy about 3 eV lower than expected, contradicting
the assumption made with respect to its energy.

However, the data

from the original helium charge transfer experiment were unaffected
since, as is evident from Figure (3-5), the energy analyzer operating
voltage was chosen such that 100% of the signal was still accepted.
The next step was to seek a logical explanation for the
discrepancy.

Since a product ion has undergone only two reactions

since it was part of the parent ion beam from source #1, the 3 volt
discrepancy was introduced during one of these.

The first reaction

is neutralization by electron transfer and the second is ionization,
also by electron transfer.

Both of these are resonant reactions.

However, if the first of these were to occur at a potential 3 volts
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above ground potential or the second 3 volts below, the result would
be exactly that which was observed.

The most obvious manner in which

either of these situations could exist would be that the chamber in
which the reaction occurred was floating at the indicated voltage.

This

possibility was checked and eliminated.
The next possibility considered was that the beam's own space
charge had set up a nonzero potential.

The likelihood of this occurring

in the interaction region can be immediately discounted since the beam
in question is already neutral.

(Furthermore, the other beam, which

consists of positively charged ions, would create a positive potential
while the observed effect would require a negative 3 volt potential.)
Thus the possibility of a beam space charge effect is limited to the
charge exchange cell.
A calculation of the potential inside a grounded cylinder
due to a beam of uniform density is given by Appendix B.

The result

can be applied to the ion beam inside the charge exchange cell to
determine its space charge induced potential.

The beam radius is .32

cm and the radius of the charge exchange cell is 3.8 cm.
He

A 1500 eV

+
5
beam has a velocity of 2.7 x 10 m/sec and a typical intensity

inside the charge exchange cell of about 2 microamps.

Using Equation

(B-9) of Appendix B, these numbers yield a space charge potential of
about 400 mV above ground at the center of the beam and about 340 mV
above ground at the edge of the beam.

This is an order of magnitude

smaller than that required for the 3 volt effect which was observed.
The space charge of the beam may contribute to the effect, but it
certainly cannot explain it fully.
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There are, however, other ions inside the charge transfer
cell, namely slow ions resulting when beam particles pick up electrons.
Since these particles generally have thermal velocities, the inherent
velocity at which they drift to the walls is on the order of 100 times
smaller than the velocity of the beam.

Consequently, the density of

these ions would be greater than that of the beam ions and the resulting
space charge induced potential would also be correspondingly larger.
This potential would increase the velocity of the slow ions and in
effect reduce the value of the potential itself.

Obviously, some

equilibrium value would be established and the question becomes whether
or not it would be large enough to account for the observed 3 volt
shift.
Appendix C contains the derivation of an approximation for
the potential due to the space charge of these slow ions.

The result

is
(4-1)
where Vg is the potential at the center of the beam, in is the neutral
current at the end of the charge exchange cell, b is the cell radius
and L is its length.
The only quantity which cannot be directly measured is the
neutral beam current i

inside the charge exchange cell.

This quantity

can be estimated, however, from a knowledge of the intensity of the
neutral beam in the detection region and the beam collimation geometry
between the charge transfer cell and the neutral beam detector.

This

beam is collimated by two apertures after neutralization, the first of
which is at the exit of the charge transfer cell and the second at
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the end of the differential pumping chamber.

Scans of the beam reveal

its divergence angle and thus, from simple geometry, an estimate can
be made of how much larger the flux of the beam inside the charge
transfer cell is then at the neutral beam detector.

The estimated

factor of increase is 4.2 for a typical helium beam.
Another approximation made in the course of the derivation
in Appendix C is that the neutral beam is created at a constant rate
along the axis of the charge transfer cell.

Although this is not

strictly the case, it is close enough to being true to justify its
use as an assumption.

(Actually, the rate of neutral production at any

point is proportional to the parent ion beam intensity.

This intensity

is down by only about 40% at the exit to the neutralization cell.)
Figure (4-3) shows a set of data which exhibits this space
charge induced potential.

FS(VQ) is plotted for the stripped beams

from two separate neutral beams, the intensities of the latter being
indicated on the graph.

The difference in the energy of the neutral

helium beams is reflected in the difference in energy of their
respective stripped beams.

To test the theory of a space charge

induced potential, it is necessary to apply Equation (4-1) to the data
contained in Figure (4-3).

Detected currents of 0.46 microamps and

.0024 microamps reflect currents inside the charge exchange cell of
1.93 microamps and 0.01 microamps, respectively.

Equation (4-1) gives

correspondingly potential heights of 1.64 volts and .05 volts yielding
a difference of almost 1.6 volts.

This is the same order of magnitude

as the recorded difference of about 3 volts.
Figure (4-4) shows another example of the same effect with
a voltage difference of about 2.2 volts.

The potential plateau model
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predicts a difference of about 1.1 volts for the given currents, again
of the correct order of magnitude.
An effect which would tend to make the predicted voltage
values closer to those which were measured is the slowing down of the
ions drifting to the walls due to collisions with background gas
particles.

This would make the density of the ions larger than if

these collisions are ignored, and increase the value of the space
charge induced potential.

In order to discover if such collisions

might occur, it is necessary to compare the mean free path of an ion
with the charge-exchange cell dimensions.

The most likely collision

which the ions might undergo is resonant charge transfer since both
particles are helium.

The mean free path can be calculated since the

velocity of the ions, the density of the gas, and the cross section for
charge exchange are all known quantities.

A calculation gives a mean

free path of about 3.5 cm which is slightly less than the radius of
the cell.

Consequently, most ions undergo at least one such collision

and the implication is that the corrected potential plateau of the
model will be slightly larger and in closer agreement with the observed
value.
Although the shift of the neutral helium beam to a lower
energy did not affect the data taken for the helium charge transfer
reaction, ajSimilar 3 volt shift would certainly affect the data for
the hydrogen charge transfer experiment.

This is evident from

examination of the analyzer operating voltage shown in Figure (3-6).
However, the actual effect from the space charge potential is smaller
in the case of hydrogen since typical neutral hydrogen beams are an
order of magnitude or more smaller than the helium beams of Figures
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(4-3) and (4-4).

This difference is slightly offset by the greater

mass of the charge exchange gas (CH^), but a calculation using
Equation (4-1) predicts a shift of only about 0.4 volts for a
-8

1.5 x 10"

amp hydrogen neutral beam.

no greater than a volt.

The actual shift is probably

An examination of Figure (3-6) indicates

this shift would change the transmission efficiency of the analyzer
for the reaction product from 90% to about 80%.

A corresponding

correction to the cross section would neither raise these values
sufficiently nor effectively address the remaining problem of incon¬
sistent measurements.

Accordingly, attention was turned to finding a

solution to the difficulty of measuring consistent and correct hydrogen
charge transfer cross sections.
4.2

Hydrogen
The most desirable type of analysis to be performed for

hydrogen would be an energy analysis of the signal from reaction (1-2)
as was done with helium.

However, signal-to-noise ratios much lower

than those existing in the case of helium make this a tedious and
difficult experiment.

Consequently, other methods were sought, at

least initially, to give some insight into the energy distribution of
the product beam.
One simple and perhaps helpful clue to the energy of a
neutral beam might be obtained by analyzing its stripped beam.

Unfor¬

tunately, the neutral beam is generally stripped of its electrons by
background gas particles of unknown species inside the interaction
region.

The target particle might be excited to a higher state in a

stripping collision making the energy of the resulting fast ion lower

22

by some unknown amount.

In addition, particles scattered off axis into

angles amall enough that they will still be collected will lose a
portion of their forward velocity.

The result is that energy analysis

of stripped beams show, as in Figure (3-4) and (3-5), a low energy
tail: the knee of these curves is much flatter than the corresponding
part of the parent ion beam energy analysis.

In an effort to alleviate

these difficulties, a leak valve was attached to the interaction chamber
to allow this region to be filled with any desired gas.

This would

create a situation where the details of the stripping collision could
be known and any energy lost internally could be accounted for.

It

would also make possible the selection of the intensity of the stripped
beam by setting the chamber pressure to an amount which would create
the required number of stripped particles.

Any particles scattered

off-axis could then be rejected by collimating the beam through the
center aperture of the fourth scanner which is near the end of the
interaction region.
The target gas selected for this study was helium, whose
first excited state is about 19.8 eV above the ground state.
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Thus,

if in the stripping collision the hydrogen particle were to lose some
kinetic energy to excitation of the helium atom, the resulting proton
would be at least 19.8 eV lower in energy than other stripped particles
and would be easily resolved by the energy analyzer.
Figure (4-5) shows the transmission function FS(VQ) of a
stripped beam formed in the manner just described.
gas used was methane.

The charge transfer

It is immediately evident that Fg is not, as

expected, parallel to Fnp(V0) but still exhibits a low energy tail.

AilSN3J.NI a3ZHVWaON

Figure 4-5. Energy Analysis F3(V0) of Stripped Hydrogen Bearn. This Beam Was Formed by Stripping off
’of Helium Atoms and Collimating It with the Center Aperture of the Fourth Scanner. The Energy Analysis
of the Parent Ion Beam is also shown.
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The study was pursued further by lowering the gas pressure
inside the charge exchange cell and repeating the energy analysis.
(At this time no provision had been made to measure the pressure inside
the cell directly, so the best indication of that quantity is the beam
intensity.)

The gas pressure was lowered to a value that decreased the

neutral beam current (collimated through the scanner aperture) an order
of magnitude from 30 nanoamps to 2.6 nanoamps.
shown in Figure (4-6) for comparison.

The resulting Fg(V0) is

It is evident that the lower

pressure in the charge exchange cell caused Fs [and by inference, the
unmeasurable transmission function Fn(VQ) of the neutral beam] to have a
steeper slope and be more nearly parallel to Fnp.

This leads to the

conclusion that the flattened knee of FS(VQ) is due primarily to some
gas pressure effect inside the charge exchange cell.
The first explanation offered for the observed effect was
that energy was lost by some neutral atoms in some sort of multiple
elastic scattering process which left these particles not only inside
the beam, but also traveling parallel to it.

A quick calculation can

be performed to test this hypothesis.
There are a number of possible collision processes which might
occur; however, it is sufficient to consider one example.

Figure (4-7)

shows the geometry of a possible double collision undergone by a neutral
which satisfies the conditions just outlined.

The particle is neutralized

without scattering in the first half ot the cell and undergoes one
elastic collision about midway which deflects it into an angle 9.

The

particle is deflected through the same angle 9 in another elastic
collision just as it is leaving the charge exchange cell.
of the charge exchange cell requires that 9 be about 3°.

The geometry

AXISN3J.NI 03ZI"lVWa0N

Figure 4-6, This Figure is Identical with Figure 4-5 Except That the.Stripped Hydrogen Beam
Resulting from a Lower Charge Transfer Cell Pressure is also Shown,

>•

Figure 4-7. Geometry of a Possible Double Elastic Collision in the Charge Transfer Cell.
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gives a classical formula for the ratio of the

kinetic energy of an incident particle after an elastic collision to
its kinetic energy before the collision.

T

f

T

i

where

m

i

-sin20

(4-2)

(m-| + m2)

is the final kinetic energy of the projectile, T. is its

initial kinetic energy, m^ is its mass and
particle.

is the mass of the target

In the case where methane is the target particle, n^/m-j =16.

For a double collision of the type depicted in Figure (4-7), the most
energy that a 1500 eV projectile could lose is about 0.6 eV.

Examination

of Figures (4-4) and (4-5) indicate that energy losses of a few eV, and
even as much as 15 eV, need to be explained.

The multiple scattering

hypothesis would fail to do this unless a very large (and very unlikely)
number of such collisions occurred.
Since the shape of FS(VQ) is pressure dependent, however, the
occurrence of at least one collision in addition to the electron transfer
collision is indicated.

Since energy is lost by the neutral atom in

this collision, it must be an inelastic collision.

The energy lost by

the neutral may go into exciting the methane into a higher vibrational
state.

According to Wu,^ vibrational states up to about 2 eV above

the ground state have been reported from infrared spectra studies.

In

addition, electron loss spectroscopy studies done by Harshbarger and
Lassetre

18

indicate that the first excited electronic state of methane

is about 9.5 eV above the ground state.
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Some energy may also be lost to excitation of the methane in
the charge transfer reaction itself.

Examination of Figure (4-6)

shows a slight flattening of FS(VQ) for the condition of low gas
pressure in the charge transfer cell.
It becomes evident that the next step would be to assume that
the neutral beam and the product beam will have energy analyzer trans¬
mission functions parallel to that of the collimated stripped beam of
Figure (4-5) but about 13.6 eV higher in energy.

Figure (4-8) shows

the predicted position of the signal made by simply displacing Fs(VQ)
13.6 eV higher in energy.
The next step was to verify this prediction by actually
energy analyzing the product beam to obtain F^(VQ).

As noted previously,

this is a time-consuming experiment due to a low signal-to-noise
ratio.

Hence, signal was measured for only five energy analyzer

settings.
There existed the additional problem of normalizing Fp(VQ)
since an absolute measurement was not being made.

The predicted

location of the plateau of this function is in an energy analyzer
voltage range where the stripping background is overwhelmingly large,
so points in this range could not be measured.

Thus, a normalization

would have to be done based on the shape of the curve and its expected
position.
Figure (4-9) shows the data points measured in the energy
analysis of the product signal.

Also, the predicted position of this

function, based on FS(VQ), is shown for comparison.

The recorded

Fp(V0) was normalized to 79% of maximum, the value of the predicted Fp

À1ISN3J.NI

Figure 4-8. Energy Analysis of Hydrogen Stripped Beam. This curve has been Duplicated
13.6 volts higher to indicate the expected position of the energy analysis of the
Product Ion Beam.
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at the energy analyzer setting of 1490 volts, since this was the point
of greatest signal.

As can be seen, the curves are in fairly good

agreement except for a high energy tail on the measured F (V ).
r

u

It now appears as if the two problems plaguing the preliminary
hydrogen data can both be explained.

The first difficulty was that the

cross section values appeared lower than expected.

Comparison of F
r

and Fnp in Figure

(4-9) indicates that what was thought to be 90%

transmission of the product beam was only about 60%.

Renormalization

of all of the data to correct for this would raise the measured cross
section values.
The second major problem was that the cross sections were
remeasured on a number of occasions with results that were not consistent.
This can also be explained.

Examination of Figure (4-9) reveals that

the old operating point at 90% of the maximum of

F

np(V0)

to the steepest part of the measured graph of F (V ).
r

corresponds

Not all operating

^

points selected were exactly at 90%, but ranged a few percentage
points to either side to correspond to an integer voltage value.

This

variation mapped onto F (V ) may correspond to a 20% variation of the
r

u

measured fraction of the product signal.

The situation is made more

ambiguous by the dependence of the shape of F (VQ) on the pressure in
the charge exchange cell and the dependence of its relative position
(due to space charge induced voltage) with respect to frnp(V0).

Stated

briefly, the energy analyzer transmission curve Fnp(VQ) of the parent
ion beam appears to be a very poor indication of the analyzer transmis¬
sion curve Fp(VQ) of the reaction product.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND FUTURE PLANS

The identification of the problems which made the hydrogen
charge transfer experiment difficult has made it possible to approach
the experiment again with a much larger measure of confidence.
another attempt has been made to measure a cross section.

Accordingly,

The energy

selected was 46 eV, which, as noted in Chapter 3, had been measured on
seven occasions prior to the diagnosis of the problem.
The operating voltage of the analyzer and the corresponding
transmission efficiency were selected by energy analyzing the stripped
beam and shifting its 13.6 eV higher in energy as a model of the
expected product beam energy analysis Fp(VQ).

Both of these functions

along with the selected operating point are shown in Figure (5-1).
The expected transmitted signal at this point is about 60% of the full
signal.
The measured signal was corrected for energy analyzer trans¬
mission and used to calculate a cross section.

The value obtained was

p

26.9 + 5.6 À .

The measurement was repeated on another day with a
2
similar result of 24.6 +^4.9 Â . Both of these measurements are shown
in Figure (5-2).

It is evident that these values are in better agree¬

ment with the theory and earlier experiments.

Also, the two measurements

are consistent with each other, evidence that the problem of inconsistent
results may have been resolved.
Despite these indications that reliable cross section measure¬
ments may now be attainable, there still exists an uncertainty which
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needs to be at least partially eliminated.

This problem lies in the

manner in which the measured function Fp(VQ) was normalized.

At

present, this normalization is highly uncertain and it cannot be
firmly concluded that the stripped energy analysis shifted higher by
13.6 eV matches the recorded F .

The situation would be greatly

r

improved if points could be recorded where F is flat, indicating 100%
r

transmission and thereby supplying an absolute normalization.

This

change might be accomplished by significantly improving the resolution
of the energy analyzer.

An attempt is now being made to accomplish

this goal by optimizing the grid wire spacings and the inter-grid
spacings.

When an optimal analyzer has been produced, the remaining

cross sections will be remeasured and additional cross section
measurements at lower energies will be attempted.
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APPENDIX A
CALCULATION OF LIMITING ENERGY ANALYZER RESOLUTION

Geis^ has given a formula for the limiting resolution of the
energy analyzer based on the variation of the potential in the central
grid plane.

Figure A-l is a cross sectional view showing how the

potential varies along this plane from a maximum value at the grid wire
itself to a minimum value halfway between the wires.

The difference in

these potentials is AV while the potential on the wires themselves is
Vg.

The resolution R is limited by

In order to find this resolution, we must calculate the value of AV.
Beck

19

has solved the problem of the potential due to a grid

and two plates as shown in Figure A-2.

This problem is important in

the design of electron tubes, but its solution could be applied to the
case of the central grid (grid 3) if grids 2 and 4 are approximated by
equipotential planes.

(See Figure A-3.)

determine a potential at these planes.

It then becomes necessary to
A zeroth order approximation

would be the assumption that the entire plane is at the same potential
Vg as the grid wires.

However, there are field penetration effects for

these grids also and a first order approximation would be to use the
potential halfway between the grid wires.

This potential can be found

by initially applying Beck's solution to grids 2 and 4.
Since these grids are symmetric with respect to the central
grid, we need solve only for the case of one of them.

For the case of

grid 2, we must approximate the grids to either side (1 and 3) as
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equipotential planes.

(See Figure A-4.)

Grid 1 is operated at ground

potential and hence we will approximate the plane by a grounded plate.
This is a worst case since field penetration from grid 2 makes the
average potential slightly above ground.

The potential at the plane of

grid 3 is the quantity we ultimately seek and hence we must make a
first estimate of its average value V^; in particular, we approximate
it by the average of the potentials V2 and V^:

V

v2 + v3

(A-2)

A

For simplicity we center the Cartesian coordinate system on one wire
of grid 2.

The voltage V2g(y) in the x = 0 plane is given by Beck as

-

v

2 G(y)

=

ÂTT

Qv2(d23+dl2^ "

V d

A 10tn^2O '

cos

^|?'0^+d12d23^VA+mV2^

?=
d

d

23 C 23

+ d

12^

i

+ m

0
(A-3)

where

m

(A-4)

a2
Halfway between the wires at y = -g- the potential V2G is a
minimum.

We will use this voltage as the potential of the equipotential

planes in solving for AV of the central grid.

Henceforth V2G will

a« a2

refer to this minimum value For y = T*—

tn

fcn 4

(A-5)

Figure A-4. Diagram of the Potential Problem at the Plane of Grid 2
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Replacing this in Equation (A-3) gives a value for V2G-

We now turn

to the solution of AV at grid 3.
Since both grids 2 and 4 are at the same voltage, we can
simplify the problem by subtracting the value V2G from the voltages of
all of the grids, leaving the equipotential planes 2 and 4 at ground
and the voltage on the center grid wires as

V

G -

V

3 -

V

<A-6>

2G

The potential at the plane of grid 3 V3G(y) is then given by
-a
dr*n{20 -

cos

(ff-0> VG + d23VG
(A-7)

V

3G^ =

a~An {2sin (?-)}
a

3

J

*23

1

-

ird

23

]

Again, we are interested in the minimum value which occurs
a

at y =

3

Y~.

At this point the argument of the natural log becomes 4.

AV is given by
Av = VG - V3G (^)

(A-8)

The limiting resolution R becomes

AV

_

V

G "

V

3G ^2 '

(A-9a)

h

or
tn(2sin j-) - 27 An 4
3
ird

An(2sin

a

3

a

23

3

(A-9b)
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Applying (A-9b) to the analyzer configuration of Figure A-3
gives a limiting value of R of 0.22%.

The actual resolution based on

numerous examples is about 0.50%, indicating that other factors such
as beam divergence or beam focusing by the 1st or 2nd grids may be
impairing the resolution.
Table A-l gives some sample calculations for other center
grid wire spacings for wire radii of 0.5 and 0.25 thousandths of an
i nch.
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Table A-1
LIMITING RESOLUTION VALUES

Wire Spacing

(inches)

(inches)

.26

.00025

.020

.10

.00025

.010

.06

.00025

.007

.04

.00025

.005

.03

.00025

.004

.25

.00050

.025

.19

.00050

.020

.07

.00050

.010

.00050

.007

.00050

.005

•
O
CM

v

h

»

o

Wire Radius

«d-

Limiting Resolution
AV y
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APPENDIX B
SPACE CHARGE POTENTIAL DUE TO A BEAM
IN A CYLINDRICAL CHAMBER

Consider a beam of radius a traveling through the center of a
grounded cylinder of radius b and length L.

Ignoring end effects and

assuming the beam is of a constant density

P

r <: a

o

r > a

p(r) =

(B-l )

the electric potential as a function of r can be solved inside the
chamber.

(This derivation is in mks units.)
For b> r> a, we construct an imaginary surface at r and

use Gauss's Law to find the electric field E for an enclosed charge q.

e

(B-2)

0

eQ E(2TrrL) = pLira*

E(r) - P

£

For r< a, a similar surface is constructed inside the beam.

(B-3)

Gauss's

Law is again employed:

eQ E (2irrL) = pLirr^

(B—4)
E(r) = P
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The potential is just

$(r) =

Pr

J

E(r")dr

(B-5)

For a point where b> r> a, this becomes

pa

Hr) = "J
b

dr

2c0r
(B-6)

*(r) - £§- tn(2-)
For r < a,

pa

o(r) = 'j1
b

frprl

dr"

Ja2eo

2e0r'

dr"

( B—7 )

- £§_
' 2e.

p can be rewritten in terms of the beam intensity i and its velocity v

p =

( B—8)

v(ira2)

This gives

$(r) =

i

2ire0v [“ <l>

+

7

(B-9)

CYLINDER

Figure B-l. Diagram of Electric Potential Problem for Beam in a
Cylindrical Chamber
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APPENDIX C
POTENTIAL IN THE CHARGE EXCHANGE CELL DUE TO THE SPACE
CHARGE OF RESIDUAL SLOW IONS

The potential as a function of r in the charge exchange cell
is sought for the case where residual thermal ions result from charge
exchange.
Langmuir

The following analysis is based on results in a paper by

20 21
*

in which he solved the problem of space charge limited

electron current between a wire of radius a and a concentric cylinder
using Poisson's equation.

This approach is valid, given certain

assumptions, because Poisson's equation applies to any boundary value
problem in which the charge density and boundary values are known.
The assumptions made are as follows:
1. The potential due to the space charge of the beam itself
is negligible.
2. The slow ions are all formed on the axis of the charge
exchange cell.
3. The initial velocity of the target gas particles is very
small compared to their velocity after the collision.
4. End effects are ignored.
5. The ions have negligible axial velocity.
6. Equilibrium conditions will occur in t« 1 millisecond.
This is required because the beam is square wave modulated
at a frequency of 1 kHz.
7. The ions drift in straight lines to the chamber walls,
unaffected by other gas particles; in particular, they do
not undergo any further collisions which would slow them
down.
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8.

The rate of slow ion production is constant along the axis.

The applicability of these assumptions will be discussed following the
mathematical analysis since some of them will be addressed, therein.
(The analysis is in cgs units.)

Since axial and azimuthal

symmetry are assumed, Poisson's equation in cylindrical coordinates
becomes

v2V = 7

(r

= 4np

where V is the voltage and p is the charge density,

(C-l)

p can be rewritten

in terms of the neutral current formed in the cell (since there is a
one-to-one correspondence between neutralized beam particles and
residual slow ions), the cell's length L, the radial velocity v(r) and
radial position r being considered:

n -

i

(C-2)

P ” v(r)2irrL
V(r) can be found from the kinetic energy T.

T =

j

mv2

(C-3)

The kinetic energy in turn, can be found from the potential drop at a
radius r.

Calling the potential at the center of the line VQ

T = e[VQ - V(r)]

(C-4)

and hence
2[V0 - V(r[)e
v =
m

(C-5)
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The resulting differential equation is

2m

(C-6)

ÎVWÜ
JU

Langmuir obtains a series solution for the case

)

= 0
o

CVo

- ,(r03/2 . 9^1

where 3 is a power series in &r£.
a

(C-7)

For the case of the charge exchange

cell we are interested in the left hand side of (C-7) when r = b since
this will give us the full voltage drop for the cylinder being grounded.
In this instance, b/a = 11.7 which means 3» 1.

21

Changing from cgs to mks units yields for r = b

VQ - V(b) = 9.35 x 10
Since V(b) is defined as zero, this just gives the peak of the voltage
plateau.
The dimensions b and L are .038 m and .204 m, respectively.
For a 1 yamp Hg beam VQ comes out
VQ = 1.06 volts .
We now consider further the assumptions listed at the
beginning of this section.
1.

The first assumption, that the potential due to the beam
itself is negligible, is not entirely true.

In Chapter 4

a calculation was done which showed that this potential is
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about .4 volts for a 2 yamp beam.

This is smaller than the

1 volt potential due to the slow ions, but not negligibly
smaller.

A more accurate solution to the problem would

include the charge density of the beam with p, although this
would greatly complicate the matter.

To zeroth order it is

sufficient to add the two potentials.
2. The second assumption is fairly decent since the ratio of
the cylinder radius to the beams is ~ 12.
3. The target ions have initial energies of a few hundredths
of an eV and obtain a final energy of about 1 eV.

Thus,

their initial velocity is a small fraction of their final
velocity and they can be assumed to start from rest.
4. The length to diameter ratio of the beam is about 32 so
ignoring end effects is a fair assumption.
5. Again, the longitudinal velocity is much smaller than the
final velocity of the slow ions and this assumption is
alright.
6. The time for the initial ions to reach the outside wall is
approximately the radius of the charge exchange cell divided
by the average velocity.

For helium ions accelerated through

one volt, the average velocity is about 3000 m/sec, which
gives the ion transit time as ~ 13 ysecs.

This is sufficiently

smaller than 1 msec to justify the assumptions.
7. This assumption may be slightly poor.

In the case of

helium it is addressed in some detail in Chapter 4.
8. The final assumption is a fairly good one.

Again, it is

considered in Chapter 4 in the case of helium.
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